
GOLDEN DAYS FOR FENLAND 

round 1  
(The Indies- plus one or two others - In East Anglia during the late 60s) 

1) The Prologue 

Having taken some readers through the heady days of wrestling at Wisbech Corn 

Exchange with the Wisbech Chronicles I realised that so many halls across the Fens 

had dropped through the grating of wrestling history without registering so much as a 

‘plop’. 

I don’t  have enough in the memory bank to give a detailed walk-though of each hall, 

but I’d like to share some cuttings, photos, clips, programmes, posters and memories 

from some of the halls that echoed and throbbed with the cheers and jeers of 

wrestling crowds as they turned up week after week to be entertained. To be 

entertained by some who were already big names … some who used to be big 

names … some who would become big names … and some who may only find 

recognition of their services within articles such as these. 

The indies, never having had the television exposure, provided many of the latter, so 

hopefully we can jog a few memories and get some researchers excited as we think 

“Did you ever see …” and “Whatever happened to ….”? 



We’ll be concentrating on shows put on in March, Downham Market, Kings Lynn, 

Peterborough, Holbeach, Spalding, Ramsey and other state capitals. It won’t just be 

the Indies. Dale Martin and Wryton Promotions were very active in Fenland so we’ll 

drag out some of their shows, too. 

The Fens is a bleak area, and if you read the Wisbech Chronicles letter sent to me 

by Jack Taylor, one of the biggest indie promoters, you’ll have read how he harked 

back to pre-motorway days when wrestlers had to drive down from Yorkshire to the 

Fens in thick fog. And fog has nowhere to hide across the flat Fens, of course. But 

the late sixties’ audiences were appreciative of the efforts made. These 

reminiscences will, I trust, add to that appreciation. 

2) Marching Into March 

In addition to keeping Wisbech fans happy in the final throes of the sixties, Jack 

Taylor’s International Promotions also put on regular shows in nearby March. Some 

were at the Marcam Hall and some at the Palace Hall.  

Crowds were starting to dwindle as the seventies settled in, but the late sixties did 

provide some fabulous shows. Interestingly, very few people took the 25-mile round 

trip from Wisbech to March and back, so there was some scope for some repetition! 

As a second for Jack I rarely saw the same people at the Wisbech wrestling turning 

up at March. How travel attitudes have changed! 

Jack promoted across the Midlands, 

notably at Granby Halls in 

Leicester, and in many 

halls across the Fens. 

We’ll look primarily at 

March, Kings Lynn, and a 

couple of shows in 

Lincoln and Chatteris. The 

clip on the left is the first I 

have from 1967 and is a 

typical International 

Promotions line-up. 

Jack himself stepped 

into Adolph 

Dabrowski’s shoes to 

face Ric Charles, and there was a 

surprise appearance, and defeat, for Lord Snooty Monk 

(R), who was quite a regular in halls all over the Fens in the late sixties. 



While Doctor Death was thrilling the Wisbech crowd 

as a villain-killer, over in March he was the baddie 

that he was in every other hall. Regular appearances 

were made by Lady Caroline and other female 

wrestlers – often in male v female matches or male 

and female v male and female tag matches. Mick 

Collins, Jim McLaren  and John Monk were often 

chosen to take part in these … as they had the know-

how to make it look believable (and didn’t mind 

looking a bit silly!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The late-sixties Ghoul put in plenty of 

appearances across the Fens, often 

against the much outweighed local lad, 

Chick Rolfe, whose real name I think 

was Mick Sharder.  

So this is the question. Given that the 

Ghoul’s physique was unique, what 

were the chances that someone else 

wresting without a mask … but with the 

same physique … was not the Ghoul?  

Well, one Tiny De-Mann bore a more 

than remarkable physical resemblance 

to the Ghoul 

… and 

appeared in 

the same 

halls during 

the same 

season.  

That doesn’t 

bring me any 

nearer to the 

answer to 

“who was the 

Ghoul in the 

late sixties?” It just adds to the enigma, that 

he also wrestled without the mask in the same 

promotions! 

The Ghoul v 

Chick Rolfe 

return did 

not attract a 

great crowd 

…. and 

Jack took a 

bit of a 

break 

before 

setting up 

shop again. 



It was November 1969 when 

wrestling returned to March, and once 

again Romeiro was there.  

This time he was billed against the 

aforementioned Tiny 

De-Mann …. still a 

mystery without a 

mask.  

Topping the bill, 

Pedro the Gypsy 

(R), who was no 

stranger to fans 

in the South. 

 

The big guys went down well in March. Shirley 

Crabtree, Klondike Bill and the Ghoul kept the fans very happy… 



3) Doing the Rounds 

In Kings Lynn Jack Taylor promoted with Walks Promotions at the 

Walks Stadium, which drew good outside crowds. Many of the 

promotions here were for charity, which we’ll deal with in a separate 

chapter. He also promoted at the Corn Exchange, which was a 

favourite venue for Dale Martin, too. But here at the Walks we have Jim 

Lewis defending his world title … and an appearance of the Undertakers … with 

former pro boxer Mick Dalby from Loughborough in another boxer v wrestler battle. A 

guy called Tiger Kid White (framed) becomes a regular … but more of him anon. 

 

A couple more International Promotions shows before we move on. These were at 

the Corn Exchange in Kings Lynn, which Dale Martin felt 

was their preserve. Jack linked up the Ghoul and 

Klondike Bill as well as bringing back the Undertakers 

(L).  

There’s also a flyer from 

Lincoln and a line-up from 

Chatteris, another hall that 

struggled, but still saw good 

turn-outs. The ladies are 

there, too … including 

Lady Caroline (R)… 



 

 

 

 

The January 6th line-up shows how 

International Promotions strove to 

combine the classic wrestling style, with 

Eric Taylor and Toma Hansom, alongside the rough- 

house offerings from the likes of the Ghoul and Klondike, who wouldn’t be breaking 

any records for nipping through the ropes after a tag! All tastes catered for ! 



In the Wisbech Chronicles we touched on Jack’s TV coverage of a mixed tag match. 

The ensuing publicity spurred him on to book a similar match at Kings Lynn Corn 

Exchange. But the Council in Lynn put its civic foot down and banned it. So Jack got 

his publicity, although not in the way he had been expecting. It was big news in 

Kings Lynn! 

The ladies were introduced into the ring to add some razzmatazz, but they were not 

allowed to get down to business. I did a quick re-vamp of the poster for the line-up, 

and Jack had enough warning to put a great bill in place to get over the 

disappointment of the banned tag match. In stepped Jack Dempsey to face World 

Champ Gentleman Jim Lewis, and Killer Ken Davies prepared to tag with Jack 

Taylor himself in the opposite corner. (It’s a trifle bizarre to see a Dr Death vs White 

Angel unmasking as just a support. I guess that’s what happens as Doctors get 

smaller!) 

 

So, from March, Kings Lynn, Lincoln and Chatteris we next move across the road to 

Downham Market in Norfolk and to some other small-hall towns which staged some 

great grappling nights. The TV boys and the indies were both vying for the shillings 

of the Fen wrestling fan.                           

To be continued …… 


